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ODD SPHERE BUNDLES, SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS, AND THEIR
INTERSECTION THEORY
HIRO LEE TANAKA AND LI-SHENG TSENG
Abstract. Recently, Tsai-Tseng-Yau constructed new invariants of symplectic mani-
folds: a sequence of A8-algebras built of differential forms on the symplectic manifold.
We show that these symplectic A8-algebras have a simple topological interpretation.
Namely, when the cohomology class of the symplectic form is integral, these A8-algebras
are equivalent to the standard de Rham differential graded algebra on certain odd-
dimensional sphere bundles over the symplectic manifold. From this equivalence, we
deduce for a closed symplectic manifold that Tsai-Tseng-Yau’s symplectic A8-algebras
satisfy the Calabi-Yau property, and importantly, that they can be used to define an
intersection theory for coisotropic/isotropic chains. We further demonstrate that these
symplectic A8-algebras satisfy several functorial properties and lay the groundwork for
addressing Weinstein functoriality and invariance in the smooth category.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Tsai-Tseng-Yau [TTY16] introduced a family of algebras of differential forms
for any symplectic manifoldM . These algebras—denoted FppMq, with parameter p taking
integral values from zero to dimM{2—have several notable properties. First, each FppMq
is an A8-algebra. Second, the differential of the algebra consists of both first- and second-
order differential operators, while the product interestingly involves derivatives. Finally,
their cohomologies, F pH˚pMq, are all finite-dimensional—they were named the p-filtered
cohomologies ofM for short [TTY16] . These filtered cohomology rings intrinsically depend
on, and can vary with, the symplectic structure ω [TY12b, TTY16].
In this paper, we equate the algebras Fp (in the A8-algebra sense) to a standard de
Rham differential graded algebra—not on the original symplectic manifold M , but on
certain odd-dimensional sphere bundles over M . This perspective turns out to give a
simple, topological description of Fp, and makes manifest several useful properties of Fp
(including some functorial properties).
We can motivate the existence of such an alternative description for Fp on pM2n, ωq
from a broader point of view. For a symplectic manifold M , the symplectic structure and
its powers constitute a distinguished set of forms: 
ω, ω2, . . . , ωn
( P Ω˚pMq .
Special forms also arise in geometry as representatives of characteristics classes of bundles
over M . So we consider bundles over M with characteristics classes given by powers of ω.
Explicitly, for the distinguished two-form ω, consider the line bundle L over M with
c1 “ p1{2piqω. This L is the well-known prequantum line bundle in geometric quantization,
and has an associated circle bundle with Euler class e “ ω. More generally, for the 2pp`1q-
form ωp`1, we have the associated direct sum vector bundle L‘ p`1, and we will focus in
particular on the associated closed S2p`1 bundle over M :
S2p`1 // Ep

pM2n, ωq
(1.1)
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with its Euler class given by ωp`1. Given that Ep is derived from the symplectic form ω,
one can ask how the topology of Ep relates to the symplectic geometry of M
2n:
Topological data of Ep oo
?
//❴❴❴❴❴❴ Symplectic data of pM2n, ωq
Specifically,
(1) What symplectic data are encoded in the topology of the odd sphere bundle Ep?
(2) Can we use the topology of these sphere bundles to gain new insights into the
known symplectic invariants on pM2n, ωq?
In this paper, we begin to address such questions by analyzing the cohomology and the
differential topology of Ep. First, the real cohomology of the sphere bundle—equivalently,
its de Rham cohomology—is well-known to fit into the Gysin sequence:
H˚pEpq
yyss
ss
ss
ss
s
H˚pMq ^ωp`1 // H˚pMq
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
(1.2)
where again ωp`1 is the Euler class of Ep. This exact triangle identifies H
˚pEpq non-
canonically as the direct sum of kernels and cokernels of the ωp`1 map between the de
Rham cohomologies ofM . Coincidentally, exactly the same triangle diagram also appeared
in [TTY16] for the symplectic p-filtered cohomologies of differential forms, F pH˚pMq; so
we can quickly conclude from (1.2) that
H˚pEpq – cokerrωp`1 : H˚pMq Ñ H˚pMqs ‘ kerrωp`1 : H˚pMq Ñ H˚pMqs(1.3)
– F pH˚pMq .
Of course, to construct an honest sphere bundle Ep, the Euler class e “ ωp`1 must be
an integral class, i.e. an element of H2p`2pM,Zq. In the case the cohomology class is not
integral, we should instead consider Ep to be a fibration of rational spheres, in the sense of
rational homotopy theory. However, from the perspective of the above two questions, the
integral condition will often not be relevant. For instance, the resulting cohomology on
Ep still fits into a triangle as in (1.3), just as F
pH˚pMq does regardless of the integrality
of ω.
Beyond the cohomology of Ep, we can also consider the de Rham algebra of Ep. When
rωs is integral, a standard application of the Cˇech-de Rham double complex shows that
ΩpEpq » Conepωp`1q
where Conepωp`1q is the mapping cone of the map between de Rham chain complexes:
^ωp`1 : Ω‚pMqr´2p ´ 2s Ñ Ω‚pMq .
We refer the interested reader to the proof in the Appendix.
The cone algebra Conepωp`1q is a commutative differential graded algebra (cdga). It
is also well-defined for any ω whether integral or not. At first glance, this cone cdga is
very different from the A8-algebra Fp, but both fit into the same long exact sequence of
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cohomology groups (hence have isomorphic cohomology). This raises the question whether
Fp and Conepωp`1q represent two distinct symplectic algebras on pM,ωq. We prove that
they are in fact equivalent:
Theorem 1.1. For each p, there exists a natural equivalence of A8-algebras
Fp » Conepωp`1q .
Moreover, this equivalence suggests that Fp should come with a non-degenerate pairing
when M is compact—after all, when rωs is integral, ΩpEpq has a non-degenerate pairing
by Poincare´ Duality. To that end, we prove:
Theorem 1.2. Each A8-algebra Fp is Calabi-Yau whenever M is compact.
In other words, each Fp admits a cyclically invariant pairing, and this theorem holds
for all symplectic structures on M .
At this point, two natural questions arise from these theorems, whose answers we begin
to address in this paper, and which we plan to deepen in future work.
First: Is there an intersection theory associated to each Fp? After all, common examples
of Calabi-Yau algebras are differential forms on compact, oriented manifolds, where the
Calabi-Yau pairing encodes the intersection theory of oriented submanifolds. Since the
sequence of Calabi-Yau algebras Fp depends on the choice of ω, an answer to our question
amounts to looking for an intersection theory tailored to symplectic manifolds—and one
not involving holomorphic curve theory.
In Section 5, we begin to interpret the intersection pairing when ω is an integral co-
homology class and p “ 0. The interpretation is as follows: Consider the contact circle
bundle E associated to the line bundle classified by ω. Given an isotropic I inside M , one
can lift I to a section I˜ of E because ω|I “ 0. As it turns out, isotropics naturally pair
with coisotropics C Ă M , but C may have some non-trivial, symplectic boundary. (This
is a manifestation of the fact that the Poincare´ dual form of C may not be closed under
the de Rham differential.) Regardless, our work suggests that C lifts to a submanifold
C˜ Ă E in the circle bundle which no longer has boundary. Then the intersection of I˜ with
E˜—hence the usual intersection pairing on E—is the Calabi-Yau pairing on F0 .
Second: What formal properties do the Fp satisfy? For instance, what kinds of sym-
plectic morphisms induce maps between them?
We prove that the algebras Fp enjoy several formal properties in Section 6. For in-
stance, Theorem 1.1 implies that Fp—as an A8-algebra—is only an invariant of the co-
homology class of ω, rather than ω itself. Second, since there are natural quotient maps
Conepωp`1q Ñ Conepωpq, one obtains a sequence of A8-algebra maps that go in a reverse
direction to the filtration that defines Fp:
(1.4) . . .Ñ Fp Ñ Fp´1 Ñ . . .Ñ F0.
This sequence of algebra maps suggests that the Fp can be given a simple interpretation in
terms of derived geometry—they encode higher order neighborhoods around the subvariety
of ΩpMq determined by ω.
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Furthermore, we begin to develop the functorial properties of the assignment M ÞÑ
Conepω‚q. For instance, this assignment is functorial with respect to maps M Ñ M 1
that respect the symplectic form. Moreover, the assignment M ÞÑ FppMq forms a sheaf
of cdgas on the site of symplectic manifolds with open embeddings. Finally, we begin
to see the seeds of Weinstein functoriality: For any Lagrangian submanifold L Ă pM1 ˆ
M2,´ω1 ‘ ω2q, one can define a cdga FppLq receiving an algebra map from each of the
FppMiq—in particular, each Lagrangian correspondence defines a bimodule for the algebras
FppMiq. It will be a subject of later work to show that this assignment sends Lagrangian
correspondences to tensor products of bimodules.
Acknowledgments. We thank Kevin Costello, Rune Haugseng, Nitu Kitchloo, Si Li,
Richard Schoen, Xiang Tang, Chung-Jun Tsai, and Shing-Tung Yau for helpful discussions.
This research is supported in part by National Science Foundation under Award No. DMS-
1400761 of the first author and a Simons Collaboration Grant of the second author. We
are also grateful for the hospitality of the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics
and Harvard University’s Center for Mathematical Sciences and Applications while this
research took place. Research at Perimeter Institute is supported by the Government of
Canada through the Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development and
by the Province of Ontario through the Ministry of Research and Innovation.
2. Recollections
Here we recall the constructions and results from [TY12a], [TY12b], [TTY16]. This will
allow us to set some notation, and to recall the A8-operations for the algebras Fp. (Here,
p can be any integer between 0 and n, inclusive.)
2.1. Form decomposition. Fix a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold pM2n, ωq. Since
ω defines an isomorphism between 1-forms and vector fields, ω itself is identified with a
bivector field (the Poisson bivector field), under this isomorphism. There are three basic
operations on de Rham forms on M :
(1) L : Ωk Ñ Ωk`2 sends η ÞÑ ω ^ η.
(2) Λ : Ωk Ñ Ωk´2 sends η ÞÑ Λη, the interior product with the Poisson bivector field.
(3) H : Ωk Ñ Ωk sends a k-form η to pn ´ kqη.
Together, tL,Λ,Hu generate an sl2 Lie algebra acting on forms. The highest weight
forms under this action are called primitive forms, whose space we shall denote by P ‚.
If βk P P k is a primitive k-form, then its interior product with the Poisson bivector field
vanishes, i.e. Λβk “ 0. As usual with sl2 representations, any k-form ηk P Ωk can be
expressed as a sum of primitive forms wedged with powers of ω:
ηk “
ÿ
k“2j`s
Ljβs “ βk ` Lβk´2 ` . . . ` Lpβk´2p ` . . .
This Lefschetz decomposition of Ω‚ can be arranged in a “pyramid” diagram as shown in
Figure 1. (This can be compared to the well-known pp, qq “diamond” of forms on complex
manifolds.) Associated with this Lefschetz decomposition, we define four more operations:
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Ω0 Ω1 Ω2 Ω3 Ω4 Ω5 Ω6 Ω7 Ω8 Ω9 Ω10
´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´ ´´´
P
5
P
4
LP
4
P
3
LP
3
L
2
P
3
P
2
LP
2
L
2
P
2 L3P 2
P
1
LP
1
L
2
P
1 L3P 1 L4P 1
P
0
LP
0
L
2
P
0 L3P 0 L4P 0 L5P 0
Figure 1. The decomposition of forms into a “pyramid” diagram in di-
mension 2n “ 10. Note that there is a natural reflection symmetry action
about the Ωn“5 column. This is the ˚r action defined in (2.1). To illustrate
filtered forms, we have bold-faced those elements in F pΩ for p “ 2 here.
(4) L´p: the negative power of L with p ą 0. Roughly, it is the “inverse” of Lp and
removes ωp from each term of the decomposition. Explicitly,
L´pηk “
ÿ
k“2j`s
L´pLjβs “ βk´2p ` Lβk´2p´2 ` . . .
(5) ˚r : the natural reflection action about the central axis of the pyramid diagram
in Figure 1. The operation is explicitly defined on each term of the Lefschetz
decomposition by
(2.1) ˚r pLjβsq “ Ln´j´sβs .
It is worthwhile to note that in terms of ˚r,
L´p “ ˚r Lp ˚r ,
that is, L´p is the ˚r conjugate of Lp. Also, acting on Ω, we have ˚r Ωk “ Ω2n´k
as expected.
(6) Πp: a projection operator that keeps only terms up to the pth power of ω in the
Lefschetz decomposition:
(2.2) Πpηk “
pÿ
j“0
Ljβs “ βk ` . . . ` Lpβk´2p
Alternatively, Πp can be defined as
Πp “ 1´ Lp`1 ˝ L´pp`1q.
(7) Πp˚: the ˚r conjugate of Πp defined by
Πp˚ “ ˚rΠp˚r “ 1´ L´pp`1q ˝ Lp`1.
The decomposition by powers of ω allows us to group together forms that contain terms
only up to certain powers of ω.
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Definition 2.1. Define the space of p-filtered k-forms to be
F pΩk :“ ΠpΩk
for p P t0, 1, . . . , nu.
The filtered F pΩk spaces give us a natural filtration of Ωk:
P k :“ F 0Ωk Ă F 1Ωk Ă F 2Ωk Ă . . . Ă FnΩk “ Ωk.
Note that the 0-filtered forms are precisely primitive forms, and that FnΩk “ Ωk.
Lemma 2.2. The following are equivalent conditions for p-filtered forms:
(i) αk P F pΩk ;
(ii) Λp`1αk “ 0 (or equivalently, L´pp`1qαk “ 0q ;
(iii) Ln`p`1´kαk “ 0 ;
(iv) Lp`1˚rαk “ 0 .
Remark 2.3. The F pΩk space is only non-zero for k “ 0, 1, . . . , pn ` pq . See Figure 1.
2.2. The cochain complex F‚p . There are natural differential operators pd`, d´q that
maps between p-filtered forms. We recall the key ingredients here:
(1) On symplectic manifolds, the exterior differential has a natural decomposition
d “ B` ` ω ^ B´ .
where B` : LjP s Ñ LjP s`1 and B´ : LjP s Ñ LjP s´1. Note in particular when
j “ 0, B` and B´ map primitive forms into primitive forms. The pair of operators
pB`, B´q square to zero (B2` “ B2´ “ 0), commute with L (rL, B`s “ rL,LB´s “ 0),
and also graded commute after applying L: LB`B´ “ ´LB´B`.
(2) On p-filtered forms, we can define two natural linear operators:
d` “ Πp ˝ d ,(2.3)
d´ “ ˚r d ˚r ,(2.4)
such that d` : F
pΩk Ñ F pΩk`1 and d´ : F pΩk Ñ F pΩk´1. Both operators
square to zero (pd`q2 “ pd´q2 “ 0). In fact, when acting on primitive forms,
d˘P
k “ B˘P k. Furthermore, (d`, d´) is related to pB`, B´q by
d´ “ B´ ` B`L´1
pB`B´qd` “ d´pB`B´q “ 0
The differentials pd`, d´, B`B´q can be used to write down an elliptic complex for F pΩ‚:
Theorem 2.4. [Section 3 of [TTY16]] The differential complex
0 ÝÑ F pΩ0 d`ÝÝÑ F pΩ1 d`ÝÝÑ . . . d`ÝÝÑ F pΩn`p B`B´ÝÝÝÑ F pΩn`p d´ÝÝÑ F pΩn`p´1 d´ÝÝÑ . . . d´ÝÝÑ F pΩ0 ÝÑ 0
is elliptic for all p P t0, 1, . . . , nu.
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As a corollary of the ellipticity of the complex, the associated filtered cohomologies
labelled by
F pH “ tF pH0`, . . . , F pHn`p` , F pHn`p´ , . . . , F pH0´u
are all finite-dimensional.
The cochain complex Fp is defined following the elliptic complex:
Fp “
´
F pΩ0
d`ÝÝÑ . . . d`ÝÝÑ F pΩn`p ´B`B´ÝÝÝÝÑ F pΩn`p ´d´ÝÝÝÑ F pΩn`p´1 ´d´ÝÝÝÑ . . . ´d´ÝÝÝÑ F pΩ0
¯
.
(2.5)
As vector spaces F pΩk “ F pΩk. The extra bar is only inserted to distinguish the second
set of F pΩ‚ in the complex from the first. Also, the additional minus signs in some of the
differentials are needed to satisfy the A8 relations described below. At times, we will just
denote the above cochain complex as F‚, with
F
j “
$’&
’%
F pΩj j ď n
F pΩ2n`2p`1´j j ě n` p` 1
0 j ă 0, j ą 2n` 2p` 1.
The notation here is that F pΩk has degree 2n ` 2p ` 1 ´ k in this complex, while F pΩk
has degree k. If ambiguity may arise whether a p-filtered k-form is an element of Fk or
F2n`2p`1´k, we will add a bar and write αk P F pΩk to denote an element in F2n`2p`1´k.
2.3. The A8-algebra structure. We use the sign convention that a series of operations
ml : F b l Ñ Fr2´ ls
satisfies the A8 relations if and only ifÿ
p´1qr`stmr`t`1pidb rb ms b idb tq “ 0 .
As an example, if ml “ 0 for l ě 3, then the data pF , pmlqq define an ordinary differential
graded algebra (dga).
The m2 operation.
(1) For a1 P F pΩk1 “ Fk1 , a2 P F pΩk2 “ Fk2 , and k1 ` k2 ď n` p , we set
m2pa1, a2q “ Πppa1 ^ a2q
where Πp is the projection to the p-filtered components defined above.
(2) For a1 P F pΩk1 “ Fk1 , a2 P F pΩk2 “ Fk2 , and k1 ` k2 ą n` p , define
DLpa1, a2q “ ´dL´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ` pL´pp`1qda1q ^ a2 ` p´1qja1 ^ pL´pp`1qda2q.
Then,
m2pa1, a2q “ Πp ˚r pDLpa1, a2qq.
In other words, the m2 operation measures the difference between the action of
dL´pp`1q and the derivation of L´pp`1qd on the wedge product of filtered forms.
(It then picks out the p-filtered part of the ˚r reflection.)
(3) For a1 P F pΩk1 “ Fk1 and a2 P F pΩk2 “ F2n`2p`1´k2 , we set
m2pa1, a2q “ p´1qk1 ˚r pa1 ^ p˚ra2qq.
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(4) For a1 P F pΩk1 “ F2n`2p`1´k1 and a2 P F pΩk2 “ Fk2 , we set
m2pa1, a2q “ ˚r pp˚ra1q ^ a2q .
This implies that m2 is graded commutative:
m2pa1, a2q “ p´1qa1a2m2pa2, a1q.
(5) And for degree reasons, if a1 P F pΩk1 and a2 P F pΩk2 , then
m2pa1, a2q “ 0 .
The m3 operation. Let ai P Fki . We set
m3pa1, a2, a3q “
$’&
’%
Πp ˚r
“
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q k1 ` k2 ` k3 ě n` p` 2 ,
´L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ a3
‰
with k1, k2, k3 ď n` p
0 otherwise
The higher ml operations. We set ml “ 0 for all l ě 4.
From [TTY16], we have the following:
Theorem 2.5 (Section 5 of [TTY16]). For any symplectic manifold M , the operations ml
endow FpMq with the structure of an A8-algebra.
3. Equivalence of algebras
3.1. Definition of C. Let f : X Ñ Y be a map of cochain complexes. In homological
algebra, the natural notion of quotient is the cone, or mapping cone of f . It is defined to
be the cochain complex
Y ‘Xr1s, dpy ‘ xq “ dy ` fpxq ‘ ´dx.
Finally, a commutative differential graded algebra, or cdga, is a commutative algebra in
the category of cochain complexes. Explicitly, a cdga is a cochain complex A “ pA, dq
together with a map of cochain complexes
m2 : AbAÑ A
which is associative, and which satisfies graded commutativity:
m2pa, bq “ p´1q|a| |b|m2pb, aq.
Note that m2 is a map of cochain complexes if and only if it satisfies the Leibniz rule:
dm2pa, bq “ m2pda, bq ` p´1q|a|m2pa, dbq.
A map of cdgas is a map of cochain complexes f : AÑ B such that f ˝m2 “ m2 ˝ f b f .
Remark 3.1. Given any commutative ring R, and an element x, one has the map of
R-modules
R
xÝÑ R
and one can define the quotient R-module R{xR; this also has a commutative ring struc-
ture. In what follows, we consider the case of R “ Ω‚pMq, the de Rham complex of
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differential forms on a symplectic manifold M . Our element x is some power of ω.1 So,
heuristically, C should be thought of as “R{xR.”
Consider the degree 0 map
ωp`1 : ΩpMqr´2p ´ 2s ^ωp`1ÝÝÝÝÑ ΩpMq.
Then Conepωpq has in degree k the vector space
ΩkpMq ‘ θΩk´2p´1pMq
where θ is a formal element of degree 2p` 1. This has differential
dCpη ‘ θξq “ pdη ` ωp`1ξq ‘ ´ θ dξ.
This cochain complex has another description endowing it with an obvious cdga structure:
Definition 3.2. We define C to be the cdga obtained from ΩpMq by freely attaching a
degree 2p`1 variable θ satisfying dθ´ωp`1 “ 0. Note that ω and p are implicit in writing
C.
Thinking of the cdga C as an A8-algebra, we will let m
1
C
and m2
C
denote its differential
and its multiplication, respectively, while mk
C
“ 0 for all k ě 3. Explicitly, we have
m2C
`pα ` θα1q b pβ ` θβ1q˘ “ pα` θα1q ^ pβ ` θβ1q “ α^ β ‘ θpα1 ^ β ` p´1qαα^ β1q.
3.2. C is equivalent to F. Throughout this section we fix an integer 0 ď p ď n. The
dependence of C and F on this choice is implicit. Furthermore, the indices j and k take
integral values j P t0, 1, . . . , 2n ` 2p` 1u and k P t0, 1, . . . , n` pu.
We shall write any p-filtered form α P F pΩk as
αk “ βk ` ωβk´2 ` . . .` ωpβk´2p
where each βi P P i is a primitive form of degree i.
Let us first make the observation that
Ck “ Ωk ‘ θΩk´2p´1
C2n`2p`1´k “ Ω2n`2p`1´k ‘ θΩ2n´k “
´
˚r Ωk´2p´1
¯
‘ θ
´
˚rΩk
¯
making use of the relation ˚rΩkpMq “ Ω2n´kpMq for any integer k. The above implies
Ck – C2n`2p`1´k as expected. Following this, we can write for any Ck P Ck
Ck “ pαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q ` θ2p`1pαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ,(3.1)
and for any C2n`2p`1´k P C2n`2p`1´k
C2n`2p`1´k “ ˚rpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ` θ2p`1 ˚r pαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q .
(3.2)
If we further replace the αk´2p´1 terms in (3.1)-(3.2) above with its Lefschetz decomposed
form
αk´2p´1 “ βk´2p´1 ` ωβk´2p´3 ` . . . ` ωpβk´2p ,
1In fact, the discussion holds for any even-degree, closed differential form on M .
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. . .
d // Ck
αk

d // . . .
d // Cn`p
αn`p

d // Cn`p`1
´pαn`p`wpB`βn´p´1q

d // . . .
d // C2n`2p`1´k
´pαk`w
pB`βk´2p´1q

d // . . .
. . .
d` // F pΩk
d` // . . .
d` // F pΩn`p
´B`B´// F pΩn`p
´d´ // . . .
´d´ // F pΩk
´d´ // . . .
Figure 2. The map f : C Ñ F . The maps are expressed in terms of the
decomposition in (3.1)-(3.2).
. . .
d // Ck
d // . . .
d // Cn`p
d // Cn`p`1
d // . . .
d // C2n`2p`1´k
d // . . .
. . .
d` // F pΩk
αk´θB´βk´2p
OO
d` // . . .
d` // F pΩn`p
ωpβn´p´θB´βn´p
OO
´B`B´// F pΩn`p
´θβn´p
OO
´d´ // . . .
´d´ // F pΩk
´θ˚rαk
OO
´d´ // . . .
Figure 3. The map g : F Ñ C. In the maps above, we use the notation
βk´2p “ L´pαk , and for the two maps in the middle, we have applied the
relation F pΩn`p “ F pΩn`p “ LpPn´p.
then we find the relation
C
k – C2n`2p`1´k –
˜ à
0ďjďk´2p´1
P j
¸
‘ F pΩk
Therefore, the maps
Ck ÞÑ pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, αkq(3.3)
C2n`2p`1´k ÞÑ pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, αkq(3.4)
are isomorphisms of R vector spaces. This gives another representation of elements in Cj.
We now define a pair of maps pf, gq that relates C and F .
Definition 3.3. In terms of (3.1)-(3.2), we define
f : Cj Ñ F j
Cj ÞÑ
#
αj j ď n` p ,
´pαk `Πp˚wpdαk´2p´1q j ě n` p` 1, j “ 2n ` 2p ` 1´ k ,
where Πp˚wpdαk´2p´1 “ ωpB`βk´2p´1 , and
g : F j Ñ Cj
αk ÞÑ
#
αk ´ θ2p`1L´pp`1qdαk j ď n` p, k “ j ,
´ θ2p`1 ˚r αk j ě n` p` 1, k “ 2n` 2p` 1´ j ,
where L´pp`1qdαk “ B´βk´2p .
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A pictorial description of the f and g maps is given in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively.
Alternatively, we can also express the maps in terms of the decomposition in (3.3)-(3.4).
We can write f : Cj Ñ F j as
f : pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, αkq ÞÑ
#
αk j ď n` p, k “ j
´pαk ` wpB`βk´2p´1q j ě n` p` 1, k “ 2n ` 2p ` 1´ j
(3.5)
and g : F j Ñ Cj as
g : αk ÞÑ
#
p0, . . . ,´L´pp`1qdαk, αkq j ď n` p, k “ j
p0, . . . , 0,´αkq j ě n` p` 1, k “ 2n` 2p` 1´ j
(3.6)
Lemma 3.4. The maps f : C Ñ F and g : F Ñ C are chain maps, i.e.
dF f “ f dC , dC g “ g dF .
Proof. The lemma is proved by direct calculation. We first compute
dF f Cj “
$’&
’%
d`αj j ă n` p
´ωpB`B´βj´2p j “ n` p
d´αk ´ ωpB`B´βk´2p´1 j “ 2n` 2p` 1´ k ą n` p, k ď n` p
(3.7)
To compute fdC, we consider first the case j ă n` p. We have
dCCj “ pd`αj ` ωp`1pB´βj´2p ` B`βj´2p´2q ` . . .q ` ωp`1pαj´2p´1 ` ωp`1βj`4p´3 ` . . .q
´ θ2p`1dpαj´2p´1 ` ωp`1βj`4p´3 ` . . .q
It then follows that f dC Cj “ d`αj . When j “ n` p, the above equation becomes
dCCn`p “ ωp`1pB´βn´p ` B`βn´p´2 ` βn´p´1q `Opωq . . .q
´ θ2p`1dpαn´p´1 ` ωp`1βn`3p´3 ` . . .q
Notice that θ2p`1dαn´p´1 “ θ2p`1pB`βn´p´1`Opωqq “ θ2p`1 ˚r pωpB`βn´p´1`Opωp`1qq.
Hence, we obtain
f dC Cn`p “ ´r´ωpB`βn´p´1 ` ωpB`pB´βn´p ` βn´p´1qs “ ´ωpB`B´βn´p .
Now for j ą n` p, let j “ 2n ` 2p ` 1´ k where 0 ď k ď n` p. Then
dCCj “ ωn`2p`2´kpB´βk´2p´1 ` B`βk´2p´3 ` βk´2p´2 `Opωqq
´ θ2p`1Ln´k`1 rpB´βk ` B`βk´2q ` . . .´ ωppB´βk´2p ` B`βk´2p´2q ` . . . s
This gives the desired result
f dC C2n`2p`1´k “ ´p´d´αk ´ ωpB`βk´2p´2 ` ωpB`pB´βk´2p´1 ` βk´2p´2q
“ d´αk ´ ωpB`B´βk´2p´1
The calculation for the g map is straightforward. It can be easily checked that for αk P Fk,
dC gpαkq “ d`αk ` θ2p`1B`B´βk´2p “ g dF pαkq ,
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and for αk P F2n`2p`1´k,
dC gpαkq “ θ2p`1˚r d´α¯k “ g dF pα¯kq

It is straightforward to check that f g “ idF . Hence, we may wonder whether g f admits
a chain homotopy to the identity on C.
Definition 3.5. We define G : Cj Ñ Cj´1 as follows. Fix η P Ωj and ξ P Ωj´2p´1.
Gpη ` θ ^ ξq :“ Lpξ ` θL´pp`1qη.
In terms of the decomposition (3.3)-(3.4), G : Cj Ñ Cj´1 acts by sending the element
pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, αkq to$’&
’%
pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´2, ωpβk´2p´1q j ď n` p, k “ j
pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, αkq j “ n` p` 1, k “ n` p
pβ0, . . . , βk´2p´1, L´pαk, 0q j ą n` p` 1, k “ 2n` 2p ` 1´ j
where by convention β´1 “ 0.
Making use of G, we have the following result:
Lemma 3.6. The inclusion g : F Ñ C and the maps f and G exhibit F as a strong
deformation retract of C:
f g “ idF , idC ´g f “ dCG`GdC .
In particular, both f and g are quasi-isomorphisms and H˚pFq – H˚pCq.
Proof of Lemma 3.6. As mentioned, the proof of the first relation fg “ idF follows directly
from the definition of the maps. For the second relation, consider first for Cj“k with
0 ď k ď n` p. For the lefthand side, we have
pgfqCk “ αk ´ θ2p`1B´βk´2p
pidC ´gfqCk “ pωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q ` θ2p`1pB´βk´2p ` αk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q
For the righthand side, we have
GCk “ ωppαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ` θ2p`1pβk´2p´2 ` ωβk´2p´4 ` . . .q
dCGCk “ ωpdpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ` ωp`1pβk´2p´2 ` ωβk´2p´4 ` . . .q
´ θ2p`1dpβk´2p´2 ` . . .q
GdCCk “ ´ωpdpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk`4p´3 ` . . .q
` θ2p`1
“B´βk´2p ` dpβk´2p´2 ` . . .q ` pαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk`4p´3 ` . . .q‰
which results in
pdCG`GdCqCk “ ωp`1pβk´2p´2 ` ωβk´2p´4 ` . . .q
` θ2p`1pB´βk´2p ` αk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk`4p´3 ` . . .q
which matches exactly with the lefthand side.
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We now check the case for Cj“2n`2p`1´k with 0 ď k ď n` p. For the lefthand side, we
have
gfC2n`2p`1´k “ θ2p`1 ˚r pαk ` ωpB`βk´2p´1q
pidC ´gfqC2n`2p`1´k “ ωn`2p`1´kpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q
` θ2p`1 ˚r p´ωpB`βk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q
For the righthand side, we have
GC2n`2p`1´k “ ωn´k`ppαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q
` θ2p`1ωn´p`kpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q
dCGC2n`2p`1´k “ ωn´k`pdpαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q
` ωn´k`2p`1pαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . . q
´ θ2p`1ωn`p´kdpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q
dCC2n`2p`1´k “ ωn`2p`1´k
“
dpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ´ B`βk´2p´1
‰
` ωn´k`p`1pωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q
´ θ2p`1ωn´kdpαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q
GdC C2n`2p`1´k “ ´ωn´k`pdpαk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q ` θ2p`1ωn´k`p`1pβk´2p´2 ` . . .q
` θ2p`1ωn`p´k
“
dpαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . .q ´ B`βk´2p´1
‰
Note that in the righthand side of the third equation, we have used the property that
Lp`1 ˚r αk “ 0 and also added the term ´ωn`2p`1´kB`βk´2p´1 since it is identically zero.
The above equations give the result
dCG`GdC “ ωn´k`2p`1pαk´2p´1 ` ωp`1βk´4p´3 ` . . . q
` θ2p`1ωn´k
“´ωpB`βk´2p´1 ` pωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .q‰
which is exactly the lefthand side. 
Though f and g are chain maps, they are clearly not compatible with the product
structure of the algebras C and F . For instance, it is not difficult to see that for generic
a1, a2 P F , gm2F pa1 b a2q ‰ m2Cpga1 b ga2q. So we treat the cdga C as an A8-algebra.
Recall that a sequence of maps gl : Fbl Ñ Cr1 ´ ls with l “ 1, 2, . . . is called an A8 map
if the following equations are satisfied (see for example Section 3.4 of [Kel01]):ÿ
r`s`t“n
p´1qr`st glp1br bmsF b 1btq “
ÿ
i1`...`iq“n
p´1qumq
C
pgi1 b . . . giqq, n ě 1(3.8)
where l “ r ` 1` t and the sign on the right-hand side is given by
u “ pq ´ 1qpi1 ´ 1q ` pq ´ 2qpi2 ´ 1q ` . . . ` 2piq´2 ´ 1q ` piq´1 ´ 1q.
Theorem 3.7. The sequence of maps gl : Fbl Ñ Cr1 ´ ls given by
(1) g1 “ g,
(2) g2 “ ´θ2p`1L´pp`1qm2Cpg1 b g1q,
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(3) gl “ 0 for all l ě 3.
defines an A8-algebra map F Ñ C.
We will give the proof of this theorem in the next subsection. Since the map g is an
quasi-isomorphism, Theorem 3.7 gives as an immediate corollary Theorem 1.1, that is,
Fp » Conepωp`1q » ΩpEpq as A8-algebras.
To simplify notation in sections following, we will also refer the family of A8 maps as
g as well.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.7. For the proof, we will make use of a few useful formulas:
Lemma 3.8. Let η, ξ be forms on M with |ξ| “ |η| ´ p2p ` 1q. The following hold:
(1)
tm1C , θL´pp`1qupη ` θξq “ ωp`1L´pp`1qη ´ θ
´
rd, L´pp`1qsη ´ L´pp`1qωp`1ξ
¯
.
(2)
rd, L´pp`1qsη “
#
´Lpp`1qdΠpη |η| ď n` p
Πp˚dL´pp`1qη |η| ą n` p
(3) The g2 operation on any a1, a2 P F can be expressed as
g2pa1, a2q “
#
´θL´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q |a1|, |a2| ă n` p
0 otherwise
Proof of Lemma 3.8. (1): t, u is the graded commutator; since mC and θL´pp`1q have odd
degree, this means tm1
C
, θL´pp`1qu “ m1
C
θL´pp`1q ` θL´pp`1qm1
C
. We have
m1CpθL´pp`1qqpη ` θξq “ m1CpθL´pp`1qηq “ ωL´pp`1qη ´ θdL´pp`1qη
and
θL´pp`1qm1Cpη ` θξq “ θL´pp`1qpdη ` ωξ ´ θdξq “ θpL´pp`1qdη ` L´pp`1qωξq.
The result follows.
(2): Decomposing
η “ αk ` ωp`1βk´2p´2 ` . . .
we have that
dL´pp`1qη “ dpβk´2p´2 ` . . .q “ B`βk´2p´2 ` ωpB´βk´2p´2 ` B`βk´2p´4q ` . . .
while
L´pp`1qdη “ L´pp`1qp. . . ` ωp`1pB´βk´2p ` B`βk´2p´2q ` . . .q
so we have
rd, L´pp`1qsη “ ´B´βk´2p
which is equal to ´L´pp`1qdΠpη by definition of Πp.
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When |η| ą n` p, let |η| “ n` p` r, with r ą 0. Then,
pdL´pp`1q ´ L´pp`1qdqη “ pdL´pp`1q ´ L´pp`1qdqpωp`rβn´p´r ` ωp`r`1βn´p´r´2 ` . . .q
“ dpωr´1βn´p´r ` ωrβn´p´r´2 ` . . .q
´ L´pp`1qpωp`r`1pB´βn´p´r ` B`βn´p´r´2q ` . . .q
“ ωr´1B`βn´p´r
which is what we claimed.
(3): By definition, we have that g2 “ ´θL´pp`1qm2
C
pg1 b g1q. Note that if any term of
m2
C
pg1 b g1q has a factor of θ in it, the operation θL´pp`1q renders it zero since θ ^ θ “ 0
in C. On the other hand, g1a for a P F has a term without a θ only when |a| ă n` p. 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. We need to show that the sequence of maps gl : Fbl Ñ Cr1 ´ ls
satisfy the A8 map condition of (3.8)ÿ
r`s`t“n
p´1qr`st glp1br bmsF b 1btq “
ÿ
i1`...`iq“n
p´1qumq
C
pgi1 b . . . giqq, n ě 1
where l “ r ` 1` t and the sign on the right-hand side is given by
u “ pq ´ 1qpi1 ´ 1q ` pq ´ 2qpi2 ´ 1q ` . . . ` 2piq´2 ´ 1q ` piq´1 ´ 1q.
Noting that mk
C
“ 0 for k ě 3 and mk
F
“ 0 for k ě 4, and further, that gk “ 0 for k ě 3,
(3.8) becomes the following four equations:
m1C g
1 “g1m1F(n=1)
m1C g
2 ` g2pm1F b 1` 1bm1F q `m2Cpg1 b g1q “g1m2F(n=2)
g2p1bm2F ´m2F b 1q `m2Cpg1 b g2 ´ g2 b g1q “g1m3F(n=3)
g2p1bm3F `m3F b 1q `m2Cpg2 b g2q “0 .(n=4)
The n “ 1 equation. We verified g “ g1 is a chain map in the proof of Lemma 3.4.
The n “ 2 equation. We first simplify the expression involving g2 terms:
m1Cg
2 ` g2pm1F b 1` 1bm1F q(3.9)
“ m1Cp´θL´pp`1qm2Cpg1 b g1qq ` p´θL´pp`1qm2Cpg1 b g1qqpm1F b 1` 1bm1F q
“ ´m1CpθL´pp`1qqm2Cpg1 b g1q ` p´θL´pp`1qm2Cqpm1C b 1` 1bm1Cqpg1 b g1q
“ ´m1CpθL´pp`1qqm2Cpg1 b g1q ´ pθL´pp`1qm1Cm2Cqpg1 b g1q
“ ´
´
m1CpθL´pp`1qq ` θL´pp`1qm1C
¯
m2Cpg1 b g1q
“ ´tm1C , θL´pp`1qum2Cpg1 b g1q .
We have used that g1 is a chain map, and that the operations m1
C
and m2
C
satisfy the
Leibniz rule. So the left-hand side of the n “ 2 equation becomes
m1Cg
2 ` g2pm1F b 1` 1bm1F q `m2Cpg1 b g1q “
´
´tm1C , θL´pp`1qu ` 1
¯
m2Cpg1 b g1q .
(3.10)
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Let a1, a2 be elements of F . Let us write
m2Cpg1 b g1qpa1 b a2q “ η ` θ ξ.
Then, by Lemma 3.8(1), we find`
m1Cg
2 ` g2pm1F b 1` 1bm1F q `m2Cpg1 b g1q
˘ pa1 b a2q
“
´
´tm1C , θL´pp`1qu ` 1
¯
pη ` θξq
“ p1´ ωp`1L´pp`1qqη ` θ
´
rd, L´pp`1qsη ` p1´ L´pp`1qωp`1qξ
¯
“ Πpη ` θ
´
rd, L´pp`1qsη `Πp˚ξ
¯
.(3.11)
The expression for η and ξ are found by calculating m2
C
pg1 b g1qpa1 b a2q explicitly. Re-
calling the definitions of g1 in Definition 3.3, we find that m2
C
pg1 b g1qpa1 b a2q equals$’’’&
’’’%
a1 ^ a2 ´ θpL´pp`1qda1 ^ a2 ` p´1qa1a1 ^ L´pp`1qda2q |a1|, |a2| ď n` p
´θpp´1qa1a1 ^ ˚ra2q |a1| ď n` p, |a2| ą n` p
´θp˚ra1q ^ a2 |a1| ą n` p, |a2| ď n` p
0 |a1|, |a2| ą n` p.
We can now read off the expression for η and ξ and substitute them into (3.11). In the
case of |a1|, |a2| ď n, we have
η “ a1 ^ a2 , ξ “ ´L´pp`1qda1 ^ a2 ´ p´1qa1a1 ^ L´pp`1qda2 .(3.12)
Using Lemma 3.8(2), we find in this case that
Πpη ` θ
´
rd, L´pp`1qsη `Πp˚ξ
¯
“
$’&
’%
Πppa1 ^ a2q ´ L´pp`1qdΠppa1 ^ a2q |a1| ` |a2| ď n` p
θΠp˚
“
dL´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q |a1| ` |a2| ą n` p
´pL´pp`1qda1q ^ a2 ´ p´1qa1a1 ^ L´pp`1qda2
‰
The other three cases in (3.11) are straightforward. All in all, we find that the left-hand
side of the n “ 2 condition matches exactly the right-hand side (using the definition of
m2
F
in Section 2.3) given by
g1m2F pa1 b a2q
“
$’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%
Πppa1 ^ a2q ´ θL´pp`1qdΠppa1 ^ a2q |a1| ` |a2| ď n` p
´θΠp˚p´dL´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q |a1| ` |a2| ą n` p
`L´pp`1qda1 ^ a2 ` p´1qa1a1 ^ L´pp`1qda2q with |a1|, |a2| ď n` p
´θΠp˚pp´1qa1a1 ^ ˚ra2q |a1| ď n` p, |a2| ą n` p
´θΠp˚p˚ra1 ^ a2q |a1| ą n` p, |a2| ď n` p
0 |a1|, |a2| ą n` p
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The n “ 3 equation. Let a1, a2, a3 be elements of F . Consider first the left-hand side
of the equation:
rg2p1bm2F ´m2F b 1q `m2Cpg1 b g2 ´ g2 b g1qspa1 b a2 b a3q .
Notice that each term vanishes unless |a1|, |a2|, |a3| ď n ` p. For the first term, this is
due to Lemma 3.8(3). For the second term, since the g2 map contains a θ, a θ in the
g1 map term would result in a null m2
C
. This forces the element which g1 acts on to
have degree less than or equal to n ` p. Hence, we only need to consider the case where
|a1|, |a2|, |a3| ď n` p. We note that this is a necessary condition for m3F pa1 b a2 b a3q to
be non-trivial.
For the first term, we have
g2p1bm2F ´m2F b 1qpa1 b a2 b a3q
“ ´θL´pp`1qm2C
“
a1 b pm2F pa2 b a3qq ´m2F pa1 b a2q b a3
‰
“ ´θL´pp`1q ra1 ^Πppa2 ^ a3q ´Πppa1 ^ a2q ^ a3s
“ ´θL´pp`1qLp`1
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ a3
ı
where in the third line, we omitted the term including θ in the m2
F
, and in the third line,
we used the identity Πp “ 1´ Lp`1L´pp`1q.
For the second term, we have
m2Cpg1 b g2 ´ g2 b g1qpa1 b a2 b a3q
“ m2C
”
g1 b p´θL´pp`1qqm2Cpg1 b g1q ´ p´θL´pp`1qqm2Cpg1 b g1q b g1
ı
pa1 b a2 b a3q
“ ´θ
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ a3
ı
Combining the two expressions, we find for the left-hand side of the equation
rg2p1bm2F ´m2F b 1q `m2Cpg1 b g2 ´ g2 b g1qspa1 b a2 b a3q
“ ´θp1´ L´pp`1qLp`1q
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ a3
ı
“ ´θΠp˚
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ a3
ı
“ g1m3F pa1 b a2 b a3q
The n “ 4 equation. This equation is satisfied because every term is identically zero.
To wit:
‚ g2p1 bm3
F
`m3
F
b 1q is zero for the following reason: m3
F
is non-zero only when
m3
F
outputs an element of degree ě n`p`1. Thus, by Lemma 3.8(3), g2p1bm3
F
q
and g2pm3
F
b 1q are both identically zero.
‚ By definition, the output of g2 involves a θ, an odd degree form. Thus, m2
C
pg2bg2q
vanishes since it involves the wedge product of θ with itself.

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4. Calabi-Yau structure on F
What we call a Calabi-Yau structure follows the terminology of [Cos07], though this
notion has also been called a proper Calabi-Yau structure [GPS15], a right Calabi-Yau
structure [BD16], and a “symplectic structure on a formal pointed dg-manifold” [KS09].2
Definition 4.1. An A8-algebra A over a base ring k, together with a bilinear map
x , y : AbAÑ kr´Ds
is called Calabi-Yau of dimension D if
‚ The pairing is non-degenerate on cohomology,
‚ xa, by “ p´1q|a||b|xb, ay, and
‚ x , y satisfies the cyclic symmetry equation
(4.1) xmlpa1, . . . , alq, al`1y “ p´1ql`|a1|p|a2|`...`|al`1|qxmlpa2, . . . , al`1q, a1y.
Example 4.2. Let X be a compact oriented manifold of dimension D. Then the cdga
ΩpXq can be given the structure of a Calabi-Yau algebra of dimension D by the following
pairing:
η b ξ ÞÑ
ż
X
η ^ ξ.
Note that if η and ξ do not have complementary degree, the integral vanishes.
Remark 4.3. Calabi-Yau algebras were first defined by Kontsevich to formalize properties
of DbCoh of a smooth Calabi-Yau variety. It is a theorem of Costello [Cos07] that Calabi-
Yau algebras, and Calabi-Yau categories more generally, define a topological CFT. For
further discussion, see also Ginzburg [Gin06], and the work of Brav-Dyckerhoff [BD16]
generalizing the notion to relative Calabi-Yau structures.
If our symplectic manifold M is compact and rωs is an integral class in cohomology,
then C is also a Calabi-Yau algebra. This is because the mapping cone Conepωp`1q can
be identified (as a cdga) with the minimal model for the the cdga ΩpEpq—the differential
forms on the total space Ep of the sphere bundle associated to ω
p`1. (See Theorem 7.1.)
Furthermore, since ω is symplectic, Ep comes with an orientation. If M is compact, so is
E, hence Example 4.2 implies that ΩpEpq » C is Calabi-Yau.
The algebra equivalence of C and F however holds for all ω regardless of its integrality.
Since the Calabi-Yau property is algebraic in nature, it is reasonable to expect that whether
F exhibits the Calabi-Yau property or not should not depend on the integrality of rωs.
Indeed, we can prove directly on M that F is a Calabi-Yau algebra for all compact
pM2n, ωq.
2This is to contrast it with a different notion of Calabi-Yau-ness, which has been called a smooth Calabi-
Yau structure [GPS15] and a left Calabi-Yau structure [BD16] elsewhere. A category or algebra may be
smoothly Calabi-Yau but not properly Calabi-Yau and vice versa; the distinction is important, for instance,
as these different structures gives rise to two-dimensional field theories that are only partially defined, and
the class of cobordisms on which the field theories are defined differs by the type of Calabi-Yau-ness one
equips onto the category. We refer the reader to Section 6 of [GPS15] for a more thorough account.
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To define the pairing on F , we make use of the map Fp Ñ Rr´2pn` pq ´ 1qs given by
F pΩ0
˚rÝÑ Ω2npMq
ş
MÝÝÑ R.
For degree reasons, this map is zero on all other degree components of F . The map gives
us a natural pairing for F .
Definition 4.4 (The Calabi-Yau structure on F). Define the pairing on F by the com-
position
F b F
x , y ((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
m2 // Fş
M
˚r

Rr´2pn` pq ´ 1qs.
Explicitly, for a1 P F pΩk and a2 P F pΩk,
(4.2) xa1, a2y “
ż
M
˚rrm2pa1, a2qs “
ż
M
p´1qka1 ^ ˚r a2 “
ż
M
˚r a2 ^ a1 “ xa2, a1y .
Remark 4.5. Note that m2 is already graded-commutative, so the second condition of
Definition 4.1 is automatically satisfied. It is also worth noting that if a1 P F pΩk1 and
a2 P F pΩk2 , we must have that k2 “ 2n ` 2p ` 1´ k1 if xa1, a2y is non-zero. In this case,
|a1||a2| “ 0 mod 2, and therefore, xa1, a2y “ xa2, a1y as consistent with (4.2).
The pairing (4.2) defined on F is in fact compatible to the Calabi-Yau pairing x , yC on
C induced from ΩpEq when ω is integral. In this case, we have the following commutative
diagram:
F b F
´x , y
**❚❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚
gb g

C b C
x , yC
// Rr´2pn` pq ´ 1s
To verify this, consider αk P Fk and α1k P F2n`2p`1´k of complementary degrees. Recalling
the definition of the chain map g in Definition 3.3, we have
xgαk, gα1kyC “
ż
Ep
pαk ´ θ2p`1L´pp`1qdαkq ^ p´θ2p`1 ˚r α1kq
“ ´
ż
Ep
θ2p`1 ^ p´1qkαk ^ ˚rα1k
“ ´
ż
M
p´1qkαk ^ ˚rα1k “ ´xαk, α1ky
where in the last second line, we have noted that the equivalence of Conepωp`1q » ΩpEpq
is compatible with the Thom isomorphism for differential forms; namely, θ represents the
Thom class, and for any differential form A on M ,ż
Ep
θ2p`1 ^A “
ż
M
A.(4.3)
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We now show that pairing on F satisfy the Calabi-Yau algebra conditions for any
symplectic structure.
Theorem 4.6. Definition 4.4 endows Fp
‚ with a Calabi-Yau structure of dimension
2(n+p)+1.
Proof. Non-degeneracy. The non-degeneracy of the pairing (4.2) on cohomology was
previously shown in two special cases: (i) for p “ 0 and k ‰ n in Proposition 3.7 of [TY12b];
(ii) for k “ n ` p in Proposition 3.26 of [TY12a]. We will give the argument here for the
remaining cases of k ă n` p (which follow the same techniques as the previous cases).
We make use of a compatible triple, pω, J, gq, introducing a compatible almost complex
structure, J , and the associated Riemannian metric, g, on pM2n, ωq. Since the filtered
cohomologies F pHpMq are associated with elliptic complexes (see Theorem 2.4), there is
an elliptic Laplacian associated with each cohomology. By Hodge theory, there then exists
a unique harmonic representative for each cohomology class. The harmonic representative
for k ă n` p satisfies the following:
d` a1 “ 0 , d´ a2 “ 0 ,
d˚` a1 “ 0 , d˚´ a2 “ 0 .
for a1 P F pΩk and a2 P F pΩk and the adjoint here is defined with respect to the standard
inner product on differential forms
pηk, ξkq “
ż
M
ηk ^ ˚ ξk
where ηk, ξk P ΩkpMq and, ˚ , the Hodge star operator. Let us recall that the action of
the Hodge star on the Lefschetz decomposed element, ωrβs, where βs P P spMq, is given
by (see for example [TY12a])
˚ ωrβs “ p´1qsps`1q{2 r!pn´ r ´ sq! ω
n´r´s
J βs
where
J “
ÿ
p,q
p?´1 qp´q Πp,q
with Πp,q defined to be the projection of a form into its pp, qq components with respect to
the almost complex structure J . Introducing further the operator R defined to be
Rpωrβsq :“ p´1qsps`1q{2 r!pn ´ r ´ sq! ω
rβs ,
we then have the relation
˚ “ ˚rRJ .(4.4)
We can now express td`, d´u and their adjoints acting on the space of p-filtered forms,
F pΩpMq, as follows:
d` “ Πp d , d´ “ ˚r d ˚r ,
d˚` “ ´ ˚ d ˚ , d˚´ “ ´RJ dRJ .
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Now, if a1 P F pΩkpMq is a harmonic representative of F pHk`pMq, then d´pRJ a1q “
˚r d ˚ a1 “ 0 , that is, RJ pa1q represents a cohomology class of F pHk´pMq. Similarly,
if a2 P F pΩkpMq is a harmonic representative of F pHk´pMq, then RJ pa2q represents a
cohomology class of F pHk`pMq. Finally, to prove non-degeneracy of the pairing (4.2) on
cohomology, choose a1 to be a non-trivial harmonic representative of F
pHk`pMq. Then
setting a2 “ RJ a1, we have
xa1, a2y “
ż
M
p´1qka1 ^ ˚r a2 “ p´1qk
ż
M
a1 ^ ˚rRJ a1 “ p´1qk}a1}2 ‰ 0 ,
having applied (4.4). Similarly, for a2 a non-trivial harmonic representative of F
pHk´pMq,
we take a1 “ RJ a2 and this results in
xa2, a1y “
ż
M
˚r a2 ^ a1 “
ż
M
˚r a2 ^RJ a2 “
ż
M
a2 ^ ˚rRJ a2 “ }a2}2 ‰ 0 ,
thereby proving the non-degeneracy of the pairing on F pHk˘pMq for k ă n` p.
Symmetry. This is Remark 4.5.
Cyclic symmetry for l “ 1. There are two cases that we need to consider. First, fix
a1 P F pΩk´1, a2 P F pΩk and let k ď n` p. Then the cyclic condition (4.1) becomes:
xm1a1, a2y “
ż
M
˚r a2 ^ d`a1
“
ż
M
˚r a2 ^ da1(4.5)
“ p´1qk`1
ż
M
d˚ra2 ^ a1(4.6)
“ p´1qk
ż
M
˚rp´d´qa2 ^ a1 “ p´1q1`|a1||a2|xm1a2, a1y
Here, (4.5) holds because d`a1 “ Πpda1 “ da1 ´ Lp`1L´pp`1qda1, and since a2 is a p-
filtered form, Lp`1˚ra2 “ 0. (4.6) follows from integration by parts. Note also that
|a2| “ 2pn ` pq ` 1´ k and therefore |a1||a2| “ k mod 2.
For the second case, let a1, a2 P F pΩn`p. Then,
xm1a1, a2y “
ż
M
˚rp´dΛdqa1 ^ a2 “
ż
M
p´dΛdqa1 ^ ˚ra2
“ p´1qn`p`1
ż
M
Λda1 ^ d˚ra2 “ p´1qn`p`1
ż
M
da1 ^ Λd˚ra2
“
ż
M
a1 ^ dΛd˚ra2 “ p´1q1`pn`pq2
ż
M
˚rp´dΛdqa2 ^ a1
“ p´1q1`|a1||a2|xm1a2, a1y
where we have noted that B`B´ “ dΛd which commutes with ˚r, and also, for any η P Ωk`2
and η1 P Ω2n´k, ż
M
Λη ^ η1 “
ż
M
η ^ Λη1(4.7)
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Cyclic symmetry for l “ 2. The relation is
xm2pa1, a2q, a3y “ p´1q|a1|p|a2|`|a3|qxm2pa2, a3q, a1y
“ xa1,m2pa2, a3qy
Hence, we need to showż
M
˚r ra1 ˆ pa2 ˆ a3q ´ pa1 ˆ a2q ˆ a3s “ 0(4.8)
for |a1| ` |a2| ` |a3| “ 2n` 2p` 1. This follows from integrating the A8 relations for m3.
Explicitly, the A8 relation relevant here is
m2p1bm2q ´m2pm2 b 1q “ m1pm3q `m3pm1 b 1b 1` 1bm1 b 1` 1b 1bm1q.
Plugging in elements a1, a2, a3, the terms involving m
2 on the left-hand side are precisely
those in (4.8). So we can show instead thatż
M
˚r
 rm1pm3q `m3pm1 b 1b 1` 1bm1 b 1` 1b 1bm1qspa1 b a2 b a3q( “ 0.
Notice that the first term vanishes since m3pa1, a2, a3q P F pΩ1 and thereforeż
M
˚r
“
m1m3pa1, a2, a3q
‰ “ ´ ż
M
˚r d´rm3pa1, a2, a3qs “ ´
ż
M
d
“˚rm3pa1, a2, a3q‰ “ 0
by Stokes’s Theorem. For the remaining terms, the only possible non-trivial contribution
of the integrand takes the form
d`a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpd`a1 ^ a2q ^ a3
` p´1qi
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpd`a2 ^ a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ d`a2q ^ a3
ı
(4.9)
` p´1qi`j
”
a1 ^ L´pp`1qpa2 ^ d`a3q ´ L´pp`1qpa1 ^ a2q ^ d`a3
ı
where |a1|, |a2|, |a3| ă n ` p. In fact, each term above is zero. For instance, consider the
first term in (4.9). To take account of the L´pp`1q operator, we can express
αj ^ αk “ ωn`2p`1´i ^ ηi´2p´1
where ηi´2p´1 P Ωi´2p´1 and αl P F pΩl. In above, we have used the fact that i` j ` k “
2n` 1 and i ă n` p. Then, we have
d`αi ^ L´pp`1qpαj ^ αkq “ ωn`p´i ^ d`αi ^ ηi´2p´1 “ 0
by the p-filter condition Ln`p´ipF pΩi`1q “ 0. Similar computations for the other terms
show that all the terms in (4.9) vanish identically.
Cyclic symmetry for l “ 3. This follows directly from the definition of m3 and
applying (4.7). Since ml “ 0 for l ě 4, this finishes the proof. 
Remark 4.7. To any A8-algebra with a Calabi-Yau structure, one can associate a two-
dimensional topological conformal field theory [Cos07]. The action of this field theory
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consists of a standard kinetic term and a potential term Φ. The potential term is deter-
mined by the A8 structure and takes the form
Φpxq “
8ÿ
l“1
1
l ` 1xm
lpx, x, . . . , xq, xy ,
where x is a formal sum of elements of the A8-algebra. For instance, for the de Rham
cdga in dimension D “ 3, with x “ α1, Φpx “ α1q is the Chern-Simon functional
Φpxq “ 1
2
xdα1, α1y ` 1
3
xα1 ^ α1, α1y .
It is also straightforward to write down the potential for F . For example, in dimension
four and with x “ β1 ` β2, where βi P F 0ΩipMq, one finds
Φpxq “ xm2pβ2, β2q, β1y ` 1
2
xm3pβ1, β1, β2q, β2y .
5. Homology and intersection when ω is integral
In this section, we will assume ω P H2pM,Zq so that Ep is a smooth manifold. On
Ep, there is the standard homology and intersection theory on it. The equivalence of
ΩpEpq » FppMq suggests that there should also be a dual homology and intersection
theory on pM,ωq, and one that is distinctively symplectic in nature. Here, we will provide
a description of what such a theory should look like on M . For simplicity, we will focus
on the p “ 0 case, and in this case, the objects involved turn out to be coisotropic and
isotropic spaces on M . Due to its close association with forms, we will use the language of
currents to describe these spaces. Admittedly, our description here is heuristic in nature
and will require further investigations which we plan to pursue in the future.
Since p will be taken to be zero for the most part, we will drop the subscript label in
Ep and Fp for the rest of this section.
5.1. Recollections on currents. Recall that the collection Dm of m-dimensional cur-
rents is defined to be the weak R-linear dual to the space of compactly supported smooth
m-forms on a manifold of dimension d. Given a current ρ, its boundary Bρ is defined by
dualizing the de Rham differential:
Bρpηq :“ ρpdηq.
A form of the de Rham theorem states that the resulting chain complex of currents
0Ñ Dd BÝÑ Dd´1 BÝÑ . . . BÝÑ D0 Ñ 0 . . .
has homology isomorphic to singular homology, provided that the manifoldM is connected,
compact, and oriented:
H˚pDq – H˚pM ;Rq.
Remark 5.1. Since Dm is a very large vector space, one can often restrict to smaller
subspaces while still retaining the same homology. For example, one can show that currents
that are represented by Lipschitz neighborhood retracts, and whose B are also represented
by such, have the same cohomology. (This follows by observing that both theories satisfy
the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms; see for instance Federer [Fed69].)
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Example 5.2. Note that oriented, compact m-manifolds X Ă M (possibly with bound-
ary) define distributions by sending η ÞÑ ş
X
η. We also note that, when M is compact and
oriented of dimension d, any pd´mq-form ρ defines a linear map by η ÞÑ ş
M
η ^ ρ.
Indeed, given anyX, one can define its dual current to be represented by a distributional
form ρX such that ż
X
η “
ż
M
η ^ ρX .
Here, ρX is a differential form with coefficients in distributions; the distribution coefficient
is the Dirac delta function supported on X.
5.2. Homology of primitive currents. Coisotropic and isotropic subspaces are related
to primitive currents by the following:
Lemma 5.3 (Section 4 of [TY12a]). Let N Ă M be an embedded, compact, oriented
submanifold with dual current ρN . Then
(i) ρN is primitive if and only if N is coisotropic;
(ii) ˚rρN is primitive if and only if N is isotropic.
To see how coisotropic and isotropic subspaces both arise in the p “ 0 case, we take the
cochain complex of (2.5)
F “
´
P 0
B`ÝÑ P 1 B`ÝÑ . . . d`ÝÝÑ Pn ´B`B´ÝÝÝÝÑ P¯n ´B´ÝÝÝÑ P¯n´1 ´B´ÝÝÝÑ . . . ´B´ÝÝÝÑ P¯ 0
¯
and make a modification by replacing the “bar” elements F¯ 0Ωk “ P¯ k by ˚rP k “ ωn´kP k.
This results in the following complex:
F˜ “
´
P 0
B`ÝÑ P 1 B`ÝÑ . . . B`ÝÑ Pn ´B`B´ÝÝÝÝÑ ω0Pn ´dÝÝÑ ω1Pn´1 ´dÝÝÑ . . . ´dÝÝÑ ωnP¯ 0
¯
.(5.1)
Note that ˚r B´ ˚r “ d , which is just the standard exterior derivative when acting on
ωn´kP k forms.
Following the intuition of Lemma 5.3, the first half of F˜ can be roughly thought of as
dual to a complex of coisotropic chains C‚; the second half is dual to a complex of isotropic
chains I‚ since ˚rpωn´kP kq “ P k. In all, the cochain complex (5.1) suggests that we seek
a putative chain complex of coisotropic and isotropic currents:
C2n
B1ÝÑ C2n´1 B
1ÝÑ . . . B1ÝÑ Cn B
2ÝÑ In BÝÑ In´1 BÝÑ . . . BÝÑ I0.(5.2)
Here, Ck is the vector space generated by currents supported by coisotropic chains of
dimension k, while Ik is generated by currents supported on isotropic chains of dimension
k, with Cn “ In “ L being the space of Lagrangian currents. The boundary maps
tB, B2, B1u then have the following interpretations:
(1) B is dual to the exterior derivative, d, and therefore B is just the standard boundary
map. Note that the boundary of an isotropic subspace is also isotropic.
(2) B2 is dual to B`B´ “ d ˝ B´. This is a “boundary” operator mapping Lagrangians
to Lagrangians. One way to understand B2 is to study first the dual of the operator
B´. Strikingly, the differential operator B´ lowers the degree of a current by one
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and so its dual would need to increase the dimension of a chain by one. Such a
novel operation can be motivated by noting that for a degree n primitive current,
βn, dβn “ ω ^ pB´βnq , which dualizes to
BL “ H X L` ,
with L being the Lagrangian chain dual to βn, H the p2n ´ 2q-dimensional sym-
plectic submanifold dual to ω , and L` being dual to B´βn .3 In words, L` is an
pn ` 1q-dimensional chain that intersects with H along the boundary of L. Alto-
gether, B2 should correspond to the composition of L Ñ L` Ñ BL`, i.e. it maps
L to the boundary of L`.
(3) B1 is dual to B` “ Π0 ˝ d where Π0 : Ωk Ñ P k is the projection operator onto
the primitive component (see (2.2)). This suggests that B1 “ pi0 ˝ B where pi0
heuristically “projects” onto the coisotropic component of the boundary. For a
better intuition, we note that for βk, a primitive k-current, dβk “ B`βk ` ω ^
pB´βkq . This dualizes to
B1C “ BC ´H X C`
where C is the p2n ´ kq-dimensional coisotropic chain dual to βk, and C` is the
p2n´ k` 1q-dimensional coisotropic chain dual to B´βk. Hence, the projection pi0
effectively removes point x P BC whose tangent space TxpBCq Ă TxH.
The chain complex (5.2) implies several distinct homologies for isotropic and coisotropic
chains on pM2n, ωq. For isotropic chains, we have
HIkpMq :“
kerpB : Ik Ñ Ik´1q
impB : Ik`1 Ñ Ikq , 0 ď k ď n´ 1 ,
associated to the right hand side of (5.2). This is just standard homology but with objects
restricted to isotropic chains. For coisotropics chains on left hand side of (5.2), we have
the homology:
HC2n´kpMq :“
kerpB1 : C2n´k Ñ C2n´k´1q
impB1 : C2n´k`1 Ñ C2n´kq , 0 ď k ď n´ 1 .
Of note, coisotropic elements in the homology can have boundary, but the boundary may
not have any coisotropic component. Lastly, at the center of chain complex (5.2), we have
two homologies involving Lagrangians:
HInpMq :“
kerpB : Ln Ñ In´1q
impB2 : Ln Ñ Lnq ,
HCn pMq “
kerpB2 : Ln Ñ Lnq
impB1 : Cn`1 Ñ Lnq .
These two Lagrangian homologies certainly can have elements that are not in the standard
homology HnpMq. For HInpMq, though the Lagrangian generators must be boundaryless,
a Lagrangian that is the boundary of an pn ` 1q-dimensional chain can be a non-trivial
3The existence of a symplectic submanifold dual to rωs an integral class is currently known only for
rkωs where k is a sufficiently large integer [Don96].
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. . .
d // Ck
d // . . .
d // Cn
d // Cn`1
d // . . .
d // C2n`2p`1´k
d // . . .
. . .
B` // P k
βk´θB´βk
OO
B` // . . .
B` // Pn
βn´θB´βn
OO
´B`B´// ω0Pn
´θβn
OO
´d // . . .
´d // ωn´kP
k
´θ ωn´kβk
OO
´d // . . .
Figure 4. The map g˜ : F˜pMq Ñ ΩpEq.
element. Such a Lagrangian would only be trivial in HInpMq if it is also in the image of
the B2 map. On the other hand, for HCn pMq, its elements may include Lagrangians which
have non-trivial boundary but are trivial under the B2 map. Examples of both cases will
be seen in the Kodaira-Thurston four-manifold discussed at the end of this section.
5.3. Intersection theory via lifts to E. To better understand these homologies, we can
make use of the isomorphism between the cohomology of primitive currents, F 0HpMq :“
PHpMq, and the singular cohomology of the contact circle bundle, HpE0q. Then we can
explicitly pull back the currents in F˜pMq to currents in ΩpEq by reinterpreting the map
g : FpMq Ñ ΩpEq from Definition 3.3 as a map g˜ : F˜pMq Ñ ΩpEq. See Figure 4.
The interpretation of the map g˜ at the chain level is as follows:
‚ A coisotropic chain C2n´k of codimension k in M (represented by the dual current
βk P P kpMq), is mapped to a codimension k chain C˜2n`1´k of dimension p2n `
1´ kq. The extra dimension comes from C˜ wrapping around the circle fiber of E
plus another the addition of another component that is the dual of θB´βk. This
additional component is important as those coisotropic chains that have non-trivial
boundary, but yet the boundary does not have a coisotropic component, become
boundaryless cycles after lifted to E (since βk ´ θB´βk is d-closed).
‚ An isotropic chain Ik of dimension k in M (represented by the dual current
ωn´kβk P ωn´kP k) gets mapped to a section I˜k of E which is still of dimension
k. This is possible since ω|I “ 0 and thus the restricted bundle E|I is trivial. In
particular, if k “ n, then I is a Lagrangian and the resulting I˜ in E is Legendrian.
Furthermore, if dpωn´kβkq “ 0, this implies that I has no boundary and neither
does I˜ after the lift.
Under the map g˜, the homologies tHC‚ pMq,HI‚ pMqu map to the standard homology
tH‚pEqu. Thus the Calabi-Yau pairing on F is interpreted as the usual intersection pairing
of C˜2n`1´k with I˜k inside E.
5.4. Example: Kodaira-Thurston four-fold. The Kodaira-Thurston manifold, KT 4,
is a closed, non-Ka¨hler, symplectic four-manifold. It can be defined as the quotient of R4
with coordinates tx1, x2, x3, x4u under the identification
px1, x2, x3, x4q „ px1 ` a, x2 ` b, x3 ` c, x4 ` d´ b x3q(5.3)
where a, b, c, d P Z . On KT 4, global one-forms can be written as
e1 “ dx1 , e2 “ dx2 , e3 “ dx3 , e4 “ dx4 ` x2dx3 .
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j 0 1 2 3 4 5
e1, ω ω e1,
HjpKT 4q 1 e2, e12 ´ e34, ω e2, ω2
e3 e13, e24 ω e4
e1, e12 ´ e34, e12 ´ e34, e1,
F 0HjpKT 4q 1 e2, e13, e24, e13, e24, e2, 1
e3 e14 e23 e4
e1, e12 ´ e34, θpe12 ´ e34q, θpω e1q,
HjpEq 1 e2, e13, e24, θe13, θe24 θpω e2q θω2
e3 e14 ` θe3 θe23 θpω e4q
Figure 5. Basis of generators for the cohomologies of the Kodaira-
Thurston four-manifold KT 4 and its circle bundle E (where dθ “ ω). Here
we use the notation eij “ eiej and eijk “ eiejek .
We will take the symplectic structure on KT 4 to be
ω “ e1 ^ e2 ` e3 ^ e4.(5.4)
It is worthwhile to point out that KT 4 can be interpreted as a torus bundle over a torus
in two ways:
T 2tx3,x4u
// KT 4

T 2tx1,x2u
T 2tx1,x4u
// KT 4

T 2tx2,x3u
On the left, the fiber torus over a point on the base is a symplectic submanifold with
respect to the ω of (5.4). In contrast, the fiber torus on the right is a Lagrangian. In
fact, it is actually a special Lagrangian with respect to the global (2,0)-form Ω2,0 “
pe1 ` i e2qpe3 ` i e4q.
To define E, the circle bundle over KT 4, we define the global angular one-form
θ “ dy ` x1dx2 ´ x4dx3 .(5.5)
where y is the coordinate on S1 “ R{Z with y „ y ` 1. Clearly, dθ “ ω on E. More-
over, that θ is globally-defined implies that the circle fiber is twisted over KT 4 with the
identification
px1, x4, yq „ px1 ` a, x4 ` d, y ´ a x2 ` dx3q(5.6)
where a, d P Z.
In Table 5, we give a basis of generators for the de Rham cohomology and the p “ 0
filtered cohomology of KT 4, and also the de Rham cohomology of its circle bundle. They
have a heuristic dual chain description when promoted to currents. The two special
generators in F 0H˚pMq that are distinct from those in H˚pMq are e14 P F 0H2pMq and
e23 P F 0H3pMq. They are both dual to Lagrangians.
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(1) e14 P F 0H2pKT 4q corresponds to the dual current of a Lagrangian L spanning
the torus base in the tx2, x3u directions. Note that d e14 “ ´e123, hence, the
Lagrangian L has a non-trivial boundary, i.e. BL ‰ 0 . However, under the lift
to e14 ` θe3 P H2pEq, the corresponding three-dimensional cycle L˜ Ă E has no
boundary.
(2) e23 P F 0H3pKT 4q is the dual current of a Lagrangian L1 wrapping the torus fiber
spanning tx1, x4u over a point on the base. Since e23 “ de4, L1 is rationally the
boundary of a three-dimensional subspace.
(3) Note that the intersection of L and L1 can be defined onM . The value corresponds
to the standard intersection (even though L is not a cycle).
6. Functoriality of F
As mentioned in the introduction, F (or, equivalently, C) as an A8-algebra depends
only on the cohomology class rωs P H2, as opposed to ω itself.4 However, invariants of
manifolds are not useful merely for what they assign to manifolds, but for how they behave
under morphisms (and families of morphisms). In this section we study the functoriality
of the assignment M ÞÑ FpMq, culminating in Proposition 6.7. Note, however, that we
fall short of obtaining how F or C behave in families of morphisms—this is because it
seems that one needs a more sensible notion of homotopies between algebra maps in the
C8 category.
Remark 6.1. In this section, we treat FpMq as an A8-algebra over R, not as a smooth
object living over M . The reader may observe that this is a loss of information—after
all, both C and F are clearly local objects over M . There are at least three languages
to convey what we mean: One could think of the equivalence C » F as an equivalence
of (i) algebroids over M , rather than just algebras over R, or of (ii) dg bundles over M
with A8 structures on their sections, or (iii) a sheaf of C
8-algebras over M in the sense,
for example, of Spivak [Spi10]. We agree with the reader. However, at present, we have
not yet worked out the full functoriality of these objects as C8 objects living over M—as
a simple example, when we explore how F interacts with Lagrangian submanifolds, we
will see that for non-transverse Lagrangian intersections, one naturally desires a derived
intersection formula for algebroids. This technology has not yet been fully developed as
far as we know, so we do not delve into it in this paper.
6.1. On objects. Here is a corollary of Theorem 1.1, which further illustrates the topo-
logical invariance of F and C:
Corollary 6.2. Let ω and ω1 be two symplectic forms on M , and let Fppωq and Fppω1q
denote the A8-algebras associated to each. If rωs “ rω1s P H2pM ;Rq, then there is an
equivalence of A8-algebras Fppωq » Fppω1q for every p.
Proof. It suffices to show an equivalence Conepωp`1q » Conepω1p`1q. More generally, let ζ
and ζ 1 be two even-degree elements of a cdga that define the same cohomology class. We
4See Corollary 6.2, and also Remark 6.1. Of course, much math and physics is still done over the
moduli of cohomology classes of symplectic or Ka¨hler structures, so there is still interesting geometry to
be explored.
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write an element of Conepζq, and its differential, as
α` θβ, dpα` θβq “ dα` ζβ ‘´θβ
and likewise for Conepζ 1q:
α` θ1β, dpα` θ1βq “ dα` ζ 1β ‘´θ1β.
Let η be an element of the cdga such that dη “ ζ 1 ´ ζ. Then consider the map
φ : α‘ θβ ÞÑ pα´ ηβq ‘ θ1β.
This is an equivalence of cdgas—one can easily check it is both a chain map and an algebra
map, and an inverse chain map is given by
α‘ θ1β ÞÑ pα` ηβq ‘ θβ.

Remark 6.3. In particular, this shows that those invariants from [TY12a], [TY12b],
[TTY16] expressed entirely in terms of the A8-equivalence class of Fp (for example, the
filtered cohomologies) are invariants only of the cohomology class of ω. We offer one philo-
sophical consistency check: Many invariants of symplectic geometry rely on a positivity
condition arising from how ω evaluates on surfaces mapping to M . Since F0 by definition
only sees those forms which have no ω factor, these complexes are blind to measures of
positivity.
The proof of the following is straightforward:
Proposition 6.4. For all p ě 0, the natural maps
Conepωp`1q qÝÑ Conepωpq, qpα‘ θβq “ α‘ θβω.
are maps of cdgas.
As a result, we can fill in the dotted arrow below by composing the solid arrows, which
are all maps of A8-algebras:
Conepωp`1q q // Conepωpq
f

Fp
g
OO
q //❴❴❴❴❴❴ Fp´1.
Corollary 6.5. For all p ě 0, there are natural maps of A8-algebras
Fp Ñ Fp´1.
Thus to every manifold M we can associate a homotopy-commutative diagram of A8-
algebras as follows:
. . . //
f „

Conepωp`1q q //
f „

Conepωpq
f „

// . . . //
f „

Conepωq
f „

. . . // Fp
q // Fp´1 // . . . // F0
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One likewise has a homotopy commutative diagram where each downward f is replaced
by an upward-pointing g.
Remark 6.6. Recall from commutative algebra that for any primitive ideal pfq Ă R, one
always has a sequence of commutative ring maps
R{pfp`1q Ñ R{pfpq
which cut out higher-degree infinitesimal neighborhoods around the locus f “ 0. The
above results, particularly Proposition 6.4, are a cdga analogue. So the sequence of algebra
maps (1.4) may be thought of as a sequence of neighborhoods around the locus where
ω P Ω2pMq vanishes.5
6.2. On morphisms. Note that if f : pM,ωq Ñ pM 1, ω1q is any smooth map such that
f˚ω1 “ ω, one has an induced map of cdgas
(6.1) f˚Cone : Conepω1p`1q Ñ Conepωp`1q, α‘ θ1β ÞÑ f˚α‘ θf˚β.
Here, f˚α and f˚β are the usual pullbacks of differential forms.
Now let us elaborate on the naturality asserted in Proposition 6.4. By naturality, we
mean that given any smooth map f : M ÑM 1 such that f˚ω1 “ ω, the diagram
Conepω1p`1q
f˚
Cone

q // Conepω1pq
f˚
Cone

Conepωp`1q q // Conepωpq
commutes on the nose. What this shows is that maps between symplectic manifolds induce
maps between the sequences of algebras pConepωp`1qqpě0. So our work so far has lead to
the following functorial description:
Let cdga be the category whose objects are cdgas, and whose morphisms are maps of
cdgas. We let Zě0 denote the usual poset, considered as a category. We let FunpZopě0, cdgaq
denote the functor category, whose morphisms are natural transformations. Finally, let
Symp denote the category whose objects are symplectic manifolds, and whose morphisms
are smooth maps respecting the symplectic forms.
Proposition 6.7. The assignments
‚ M ÞÑ `. . .Ñ Conepωp`1q Ñ Conepωpq Ñ . . .Ñ Conepωq˘ and
‚ f ÞÑ f˚Cone from (6.1)
define a functor
SympÑ FunpZopě0, cdgaq.
Proof. Identities are obviously sent to identities, since id˚ α “ α for differential forms.
Composition is respected by the definition of f˚Cone in (6.1). 
5Not as a locus on M , but as a locus on stacky points on the stack represented by Conepωq.
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6.3. On orthogonal homotopies. Just as de Rham forms respect smooth homotopies,
it is natural to ask whether Conepω‚`1q respects certain kinds of homotopies between
symplectic maps. While the assignment respects other kinds of smooth homotopies if one
just remembers Conepω‚`1q as a cdga, we have purposefully restricted ourselves to a class
of smooth homotopies for which the homotopy formulas can be expressed in terms of local
operators—i.e., for which we can stay in the C8 world.
Definition 6.8. Let F : M ˆ∆1 Ñ M 1 be a smooth map, and let pi : M ˆ∆1 Ñ ∆1 be
the projection. Endow both M and M 1 with symplectic forms. We will say that F is an
orthogonal homotopy of symplectic maps, or orthogonal homotopy for short, if
(6.2) F ˚ω1 “ pi˚ω.
Remark 6.9. The condition of being an orthogonal homotopy is a rigid one. The condi-
tion implies that
F ˚ω1pBt, vq “ ω1pDF pBtq,DF pvqq
for any v P TM . Hence for any time t, the vector DF pBtq must always be in the symplectic
orthogonal to the image of FtpMq. In particular, a homotopy obtained by pre-composing
a symplectic immersion j : M Ñ M 1 by a symplectic isotopy of M is not an example of
an orthogonal homotopy unless the isotopy is trivial (i.e., constant).
Example 6.10. If one is given a fibration E Ñ B whereE is symplectic and the symplectic
form renders each fiber symplectic, then the symplectic orthogonals to each fiber determine
a horizontal distribution. Parallel transport defines an orthogonal homotopy.
Proposition 6.11. If F : M ˆ ∆1 Ñ M 1 is an orthogonal homotopy, then F induces a
homotopy of chain maps between pF0q˚Cone and pF1q˚Cone.
Recall how one normally proves that a homotopy F : Mˆ∆1 ÑM 1 induces a homotopy
of chain maps between F ˚0 and F
˚
1 on differential forms: One defines a degree -1 map
(6.3) H : Ω‚pM 1q Ñ Ω‚´1pMq, Hpα1q :“
ż 1
0
pιBtF ˚α1qdt
where t is a coordinate for ∆1. Then H satisfies
Hd` dH “ F ˚1 ´ F ˚0
and hence exhibits a chain homotopy from F ˚1 to F
˚
0 .
So, given a smooth homotopy F : M ˆ∆1 ÑM 1, define a degree -1 map as follows:
(6.4) H˜ : Conepω1q‚ Ñ Conepωq‚´1, α‘ θ1β ÞÑ Hpαq ‘ ´θHpβq.
Lemma 6.12. Let F : M ˆ∆1 Ñ M 1 be a smooth homotopy, and let H˜ be the operator
defined in (6.4). H˜ exhibits a homotopy between the pullbacks pF0q˚Cone and pF1q˚Cone as
defined in (6.1) if and only if one has
(6.5) Hpω1βq “ ωHpβq.
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Proof of Lemma 6.12. We see that
H˜d` dH˜pα‘ θ1βq “ H˜pdα` ω1β ‘´θ1dβq ` dpHα‘´θHpβqq
“ pHdα‘ θHdβq `Hpω1βq ‘ 0` dHα‘ θdHpβq ´ ωHpβq ‘ 0
“ pHd` dHqα‘ θpHd` dHqβ ` `Hpω1βq ´ ωHpβq˘‘ 0
“ pF ˚1 ´ F ˚0 qα‘ θpF ˚1 ´ F ˚0 qβ `
`
Hpω1βq ´ ωHpβq˘ ‘ 0
“ ppF1q˚Cone ´ pF0q˚Coneq pα‘ θβq `
`
Hpω1βq ´ ωHpβq˘‘ 0.

Proof of Proposition 6.11. Writing out (6.3), the lefthand side of (6.5) becomes
Hpω1βq “
ż 1
0
ιBtF
˚pω1βqdt
“
ż 1
0
pιBtF ˚ω1q ^ F ˚β ` F ˚ω1 ^ ιBtF ˚βdt
“
ż 1
0
pιBtF ˚ω1q ^ F ˚β ` F ˚ω1 ^ ιBtF ˚βdt
while the righthand side of (6.5) is given by
ωHpβq “ ω
ż 1
0
ιBtpF ˚βqdt.
Now we show that a sufficient condition for (6.5) to hold is the given by (6.2).
The condition (6.2) implies that for every time t, F ˚t ω
1 “ ω. This is because, letting
it : M ãÑM ˆ∆1 be the inclusion at time t, we have that
pF ˝ itq˚ω1 “ i˚t F ˚ω1 “ i˚t pi˚ω “ ppi ˝ itq˚ω “ id˚M ω “ ω.
In other words, F is a homotopy through maps that respect the symplectic form. Even
more strongly, the definition implies that for all v P TM , we have
pιBtF ˚ω1qv “ F ˚ω1pBt, vq “ pi˚ωpBt, vq “ ωpDpipBtq,Dpipvqq “ ωp0,Dpipvqq “ 0.
Hence the definition implies that
ιBtF
˚ω1 “ 0.
Because F ˚t ω
1 “ ω for all t, this is enough for (6.5) to hold. 
Remark 6.13. One would like to further say that orthogonal homotopies determine ho-
motopies between the algebra maps, rather than just the chain maps. However, we have
not delved into the algebraic theory for homotopies in the smooth category for the reasons
mentioned in Remark 6.1; for instance, the usual definition for a homotopy between cdga
maps uses polynomial forms on the 1-simplex, which are only suitable when one deals
with smooth homotopies whose dependence on t happens to be polynomial. (I.e., not very
often.)
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6.4. Sheaf property. Note that being primitive is a local property. Moreover, B´ and
B` are local operators, so the differentials of F are compatible with the restriction of
differential forms from one open subset to another. All this data forms a sheaf:
Theorem 6.14. The assignment U ÞÑ FpUq is a homotopy sheaf of A8-algebras on M .
We recall that if C is an 8-category, a presheaf on M with values in C is a functor
F : NpOpenpMqqop Ñ C.
Here, OpenpMq is the category of open subsets ofM , and N is its nerve (i.e., the associated
8-category). We call F a sheaf is the following holds: For any open cover tUαu of any
open set U , the associated augmented cosimplicial diagram
FpUq //śα FpUαq +3śα,β FpUα X Uβq ❴ *4 . . .
is a limit diagram.
Proof. Let A8Alg be the 8-category of A8-algebras over R. Then the assignment U ÞÑ
FpUq defines a functor
F : NpOpenpMqqop Ñ A8Alg.
Moreover, since the equivalences F Ñ C are made of local operators (hence compatible
with restriction maps), it suffices to show that U ÞÑ CpUq is a homotopy sheaf. We do this
now.
Since the forgetful functor A8AlgÑ Chain creates limits, one need only prove that this
augmented diagram is a limit diagram in the 8-category of cochain complexes. But in
general, if F is a sheaf (in the classical sense) of cochain complexes in which the degree
n presheaf Fn is a soft sheaf for every n, then F is itself a homotopy sheaf. That is, the
augmented diagram in cochain complexes is a limit diagram.
So one simply needs to check that C is a complex of soft sheaves. This is elementary—
each Ck is soft because differential forms on a closed subset can extend to a differential
form globally. C is a sheaf for the same reasons that differential forms form a sheaf. 
Remark 6.15. In fact, if one considers the 8-category
FunpZopě0,A8Algq
then we see that F defines a sheaf onM with this target 8-category—this is because limits
in a diagram category are computed pointwise (i.e., one need only check that for every
n P Zě0, the resulting cosimplicial diagram is a limit diagram). Note that A8Alg contrasts
with cdga, which did not incorporate higher homotopies. And if one uses the model of
filtered forms using the cone construction—utilizing the equivalence of Theorem 1.1—then
one can make a stronger statement: The assignment
U ÞÑ `. . .Ñ Conepωp`1qpUq Ñ ConepωpqpUq Ñ . . .Ñ ConepωqpUq˘
is a homotopy sheaf in the 8-category FunpZopě0, cdgaq where we remove the underline.
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6.5. As sheaf cohomology. Recall Leray’s theory of sheaf cohomology, which in Gro-
thendieck’s language is obtained as a right derived functor of the global sections functor
F ÞÑ F pMq. It is a consequence of the de Rham-Weil theorem that these cohomology
groups can be computed by taking an acyclic (rather than injective) resolution.
One sees immediately that the de Rham forms ΩkpMq are soft, as we mentioned in the
proof of Theorem 6.14. Likewise, it is clear that each sheaf Fkp or Conepωp`1qk is a soft
sheaf on M . So we must ask—is there a natural sheaf for which these complexes are a
resolution?
Though the following discussion is valid using the A8-algebra F as well, we will focus on
the sheaf Conepωp`1q. The following should be compared to Proposition 3.3 of [TTY16]:
Proposition 6.16. Locally on M , the sequence
Ωk´1 ‘ θΩk´2p´2 Ñ Ωk ‘ θΩk´2p´1 Ñ Ωk`1 ‘ θΩk´2p
is exact for k ě 2p ` 2.
Proof. Evaluate the sequence on some open set U which is diffeomorphic to R2n. If α‘θβ
is in the kernel of d|U , then we know dα “ ´ωp`1β and dβ “ 0. The Poincare´ Lemma
says we can find β1 such that ´dβ1 “ β. Moreover, α´ ωp`1β1 is closed, so the Poincare´
Lemma also allows us to find α1 so that dα1 “ α´ωp`1β1. Thus α‘ θβ “ dpα1‘ θβ1q. 
The exactness fails at the 2p`1 group of Conepωp`1q. Of course, the complex is exact at
degrees 1 ď k ď 2p by the usual Poincare´ Lemma. For this reason, the sheaf cohomology
description is cleanest when p “ 0, though one can easily formulate the analogue for higher
p.
Definition 6.17. For any open set U Ă M , let Prim1pUq be the vector space whose
elements are pairs pα, bq where b is a locally constant function on U , and α is a 1-form
such that dα “ ´bω|U . We let Prim denote the sheafification of Prim1.
Proposition 6.18. Conepωpq is a soft resolution of the two-term complex of sheaves
Ω0 Ñ Prim, g ÞÑ pdg, 0q.
Proof. We simply need to show that the inclusion
Ω0
d //

Prim //

0

// . . .
Ω0
d // Ω1 ‘ θΩ0 // Ω2 ‘ θΩ1 // . . .
is an equivalence of complexes of sheaves—that is, that the map induces an isomorphism
of cohomology sheaves Hk. We already saw in Proposition 6.16 that the Conepωq complex
is indeed locally acyclic at k ě 2. So one need only show an isomorphism at H0 and
H1. The isomorphism at H0 is obvious, as the inclusion naturally identifies the kernels
of d—the locally constant functions. The isomorphism at H1 is also obvious, as Prim1 is
defined to locally be the kernel of the differential Ω1 ‘ θΩ0 Ñ Ω2 ‘ θΩ1. 
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Remark 6.19. A similar proof shows the trivial result that Conepωp`1q is a soft replace-
ment for the complex of sheaves
Ω0 Ñ . . .Ñ Ω2p Ñ kerpd|Ω2p`1‘θΩ0q Ñ 0
which, of course, is soft away from the last non-zero entry.
6.6. Looking forward: Weinstein functoriality. Each sequence of cdgas Conepω‚`1q
depends only on the cohomology class of ω. However, the equivalence Conepωq » Conepω1q
from Corollary 6.2 relied on a choice of η such that dη “ ω1´ω. At this point, we see two
doorways into further structure:
(1) The first appears when we recall that maps which respect ω are only one kind
of morphism between symplectic manifolds. As advocated by Weinstein, a more
natural notion of morphism is given by submanifolds ofMˆM 1. In general, graphs
of symplectomorphisms give rise to Lagrangian submanifolds of M ˆM 1, but the
fact that Conepω‚`1q is functorial with respect to all maps respecting ω suggests
the following: isotropic submanifolds of M ˆM 1 should also be included in the
class of morphisms we consider. (Graphs of smooth maps respecting ω are, in
general, isotropic.) In other words, we should look for a Weinstein functoriality
with respect to isotropic correspondences between symplectic manifolds—not just
smooth maps respecting ω.
(2) The second is that specifying forms η that realize the equality rωs “ rω1s is a natural
piece of data to include in whatever kind of functoriality we consider. This is a
picture one has seen before: For instance, in the framework of [PTVV13], derived
symplectic manifolds and their Lagrangians all carry with them additional data
showing how symplectic forms are closed, and how their restrictions to Lagrangians
are null.
Following through on the second doorway goes beyond the scope of our current paper, as
we would need to seriously develop the machinery for derived smooth manifolds, for their
cotangent complexes, and for writing down a stack classifying closed 2-forms. (Roughly,
we would need a C8 analogue of all the basic ingredients set up in [PTVV13] in the
context of derived algebraic geometry.) So here we merely open the first door.
Let j : LÑM1 ˆM2 be an immersion. Also assume that j˚ω1 “ j˚ω2, so that L is an
immersed isotropic submanifold of pM1 ˆM2,´ω1 ‘ ω2q.
Definition 6.20. We let ConeLpωpq denote the mapping cone of the map
ΩpLqr´2ps j˚ω2ÝÝÝÑ ΩpLq.
Remark 6.21. One should expect a construction of ConeL having the same flavor as the
construction of the Fp. We do not know of any such construction at present.
Because j is an isotropic immersion, we see immediately:
Proposition 6.22. Let ConeMipωpi q denote the cone algebra forMi. The composite smooth
maps L Ñ M1 ˆM2 Ñ Mi induce maps ΩpMiq Ñ ΩpLq, and these in turn induce maps
of cdgas
ConeM1pωp1q Ñ ConeLpωpq Ð ConeM2pωp2q.
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In other words, ConeLpωpq is a bimodule for each cone algebra.
In particular, any Lagrangian immersion defines a bimodule between the algebras asso-
ciated to each Mi. Note also that if j : LÑM1ˆM2 is not strictly an isotropic map, but
if one can specify a form ηL such that dηL “ j˚ω2´j˚ω1, then this specifies an equivalence
ConeLpω1q » ConeLpω2q
hence one still has a bimodule over the two cone algebras given by the Mi. This is exactly
the kind of data that we should witness when following through with door (2), which we
leave for later work.
Finally, we also leave for later work the proof of Weinstein functoriality in (1), which
likewise requires a development of some derived smooth geometry to incorporate non-
transverse intersections of Lagrangian and isotropic correspondences. The expectation, of
course, is that compositions of Lagrangian correspondences are taken to tensor products
of bimodules under the functor F‚ (or equivalently, the functor Conepω‚`1q).
7. Appendix: Proof that Conepωq is equivalent to differential forms on a
sphere bundle
Assume rωs is an integral cohomology class on M . Then rωs classifies a complex line
bundle L on M , and hence a circle bundle. More generally, the higher powers rωp`1s are
the top Chern classes of the vector bundles L‘p`1. There is a natural smooth sphere
bundle Ep associated to this vector bundle.
In this appendix, we give a proof of the following:
Theorem 7.1. Let M be an arbitrary symplectic manifold, and ω a symplectic form
defining an integral cohomology class. Then there is an equivalence of cdgas
ΩpEpq » Conepωp`1q.
Remark 7.2. This result is obvious ifM is simply-connected—by rational homotopy the-
ory, the cone is a standard cdga model for forms on the total space of an odd-dimensional
sphere bundle. In fact, so long as M is simply-connected, the result also holds for rωs an
arbitrary real cohomology class, so long as Ep is replaced by the fibration classified by the
real cohomology class rωp`1s. (Such an Ep has fibers equivalent to the Eilenberg-MacLane
spaces Kp2p` 1;Rq.)
Remark 7.3. Fix a real number k ‰ 0. Note that if one scales ω to kω, one has an
isomorphism of cdgas as follows:
K : Conepωp`1q » Conepkp`1ωp`1q, η ‘ θζ ÞÑ η ‘ 1
kp`1
θζ.
The proof of the theorem uses the following easy lemma:
Lemma 7.4. Theorem 7.1 holds when M is contractible.
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Proof of Lemma. WhenM is contractible, Ep is trivial, and homotopy equivalent to S
2p`1.
Hence we can choose a global 2p ` 1-form called θ that realizes a generator for the coho-
mology of the fiber (and hence of Ep). Then we claim that the cdga map
(7.1) Conepωp`1q “ Ω‚pMq ‘ θΩ‚´2p´1pMq Ñ ΩpEpq, η ‘ θζ ÞÑ pi˚η ` θ ^ pi˚ζ
exhibits the equivalence. Note it is obviously a surjection on cohomology, as the generators
of H0pS2p`1q and H2p`1pS2p`1q are hit by
1‘ 0 and 0‘ θ1,
respectively. (Here, “1” is the constant 0-form with value 1.) It’s further an injection
on cohomology, because the long exact sequence in cohomology for a cone (along with
the contractibility of M) shows that these are the only possible cohomology generators in
Conepωq. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Ep is an oriented sphere bundle, being the sphere bundle associated
to a complex vector bundle. We let θ P Ω2p`1pEpq denote a global angular form on Ep.
This θ can be chosen to satisfy two properties: (i) θ restricts to a generator ofH2p`1pS2p`1q
on each fiber of Ep, and (ii) dθ “ pi˚pωp`1q. Note property (ii) follows because ωp`1 is a
representative of the Euler class of Ep. These are classical facts one can find, for instance,
in Bott and Tu [BT82].
So the same map as in (7.1) is a map of cdgas.
Let V “ tVαu be a good cover ofM . If pi : Ep ÑM is the projection map of the fibration,
the open sets Uα “ pi´1pVαq form an open cover of Ep, where each non-empty intersection
Uα0,...,αr :“ Uα0 X . . . X Uαr is homotopy equivalent to the fiber sphere. Consider the
Cˇech-de Rham double complex, which is the E0 page of the spectral sequence given by
the usual filtration on on ΩpEpq.
...
...
...
ś
α Ω
2pUαq
d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1
Ω2pUα0,α1q
´d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1,α2
Ω2pUα0,α1,α2q
d
OO
// . . .
ś
α Ω
1pUαq
d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1
Ω1pUα0,α1q
´d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1,α2
Ω1pUα0,α1,α2q
d
OO
// . . .
ś
α Ω
0pUαq
d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1
Ω0pUα0,α1q
´d
OO
δ //
ś
α0,α1,α2
Ω0pUα0,α1,α2q //
d
OO
. . .
The advantage of working in the smooth world (and hence using the de Rham model)
is that this double complex has a total complex which is a cdga.6 Moreover, the usual
augmentation from Ω‚pEpq gives a map of cdgas from ΩpEpq to the total complex, and
this is an equivalence of cdgas. (For instance, each row of this E0 page is exact by the
6As opposed to having to keep track of E8 structures on singular cochains.
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existence of partitions of unity. This is one classical way to see that the Cˇech-de Rham
double complex computes the de Rham cohomology algebra of the total space.)
Now we note that the map of cdgas (7.1) is local—it is compatible with restriction
maps. Hence (7.1) induces a map of double complexes. For the sake of having a name,
we will call the domain double complex the “V double complex.” At the rth column and
sth row, the map from the V double complex to the Cˇech-de Rham complex is given by
ΩspVα0,...,αrq ‘ θΩs´2p´1pVα0,...,αrq Ñ ΩspUα0,...,αrq, η ‘ θζ ÞÑ pi˚η ` θ ^ pi˚ζ.
But this is the map used in the Lemma, hence an equivalence of cdgas. Thus the vertical
differentials d of the V double complex compute the same E1 page of the spectral sequence
associated to the Cˇech-de Rham double complex. Importantly, the horizontal differentials
of the E2 page are also equal—this is where one uses the existence of the global angular
form. Specifically, the horizontal Cˇech complexes have compatible differentials precisely
because a single global form restricts to the generators along each open set.
The last (and only other) page at which one has a differential is the E2p`2 page, where
the differential is precisely given by the map called “wedge with ωp`1.” (This is by
definition of the differential of Conepωp`1q, which leads to this differential in the V double
complex, and by a well-known property of the Euler form for the Cˇech-de Rham double
complex.)
This completes the proof. 
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